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Based on the manga series written by Katsura
Hashino and illustrated by Kenji Takeda, the

TEN GAME CO., LTD. team is developing a
Fantasy Action RPG that is developed to make
you live in the Lands Between, and is filled
with a thrilling and wonderful story that you
can experience to the fullest with characters
created with beautiful illustrations. To enjoy
and experience the Lands Between, you must
first become an Elden Lord. Rise, Tarnished,
and be guided by grace to brandish the power
of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord.
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TALES OF ARAN: MYSTIC KNIGHTS 3-4 players.
Play anytime, anywhere. Enter the mystical
world of Aran and join millions of players

worldwide in a classic online RPG experience.
Dive into turn-based combat, choose from 7

classes, and enjoy a unique battle experience
with detailed graphics and music. Featuring
extensive daily and seasonal events, and

content updates at no additional cost. BATTLE
ARAN AGAINST LIVING VESSELS IN A NEW FACTOR-
DRIVEN ONLINE RPG Based on the hit Manga

series by Katsura Hashino, and illustrated by
Kenji Takeda, Aran is an online RPG that tells
the story of Eorzea and the Fantasy world of
Aran. Interact with thousands of people around
the world on an epic adventure across the Aran
battle map. Experience classic action game
action like no other with a new, fast-paced
battle system based on unique races and

powers. MULTIPLE WAYS TO PLAY HOW TO DIVE INTO
ARAN’S MYSTIC KNIGHTS Battle in the classic
turn-based combat system for up to four

people, take on the challenges of over 400
quests, and take on the most powerful enemies
in Aran With seven classes of fighters, mages,
and a cleric, choose from dozens of skill-
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based class-specific abilities and face off
against countless foes in epic battles across
the Aran battle map. ROLE-PLAY AND MULTIPLAYER
CONNECTION CONNECT TO THE ARAN WORLD Explore
multiple user-generated Aran worlds built by
other players. Complete daily quests and

quests to earn item drops, all while gaining
in experience, and level up to take on greater

challenges. From quest concepts, dialogue
choices,

Elden Ring Features Key:
A vast world where adventure awaits in the Lands Between

A seamless experience in a three-dimensional world
An incredible story based on a complex soundtrack

Customize your character, develop your character, and decide your destiny in
multiple ways

Customize your weapons, armor, and other items
Discover numerous dungeons and continue to immerse yourself in exploration

An incredible action combat experience that is conveyed through a thrilling
soundtrack

A cast of realistic characters whose detailed design affirms the existence of the
Elden world
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20 types of weapons and armor

A wide variety of items that meet your play style, you can freely combine
When you encounter a monster, your character will experience a tactile battle
When you engage in a battle, you can feel the scene change mid-fight by
summoning the timing of your skill
Equipped with a sword, you can feel the sword move as you make accurate
attacks, and impact from your body with appropriate timing
The armor adds strength to your body in fights. Choose armor that suits your body,
and you'll be able to fight better.

Media Highlights

Trailer : Trailer

Game Introduction : Game Introduction

Narrated Demon Lord Introduction : Narrated Demon Lord Introduction

Original Soundtrack and Composer : Original Soundtrack and Composer
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